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BOOK SYNOPSIS
The adventures that Madam Midnight began in Scandalicious continue as the secret
dominatrix satisfies the erotic desires of her community…and herself. To the public,
Quintouria Stevens is viewed as a socialite and successful businesswoman, but
behind closed doors, she assumes the identity of Madam Midnight, a dominatrix and
founding member of a secret society that caters to its members’ darkest desires.
Madam M’s unlikely marriage to her butler has not enhanced the poor man’s social
standing as he’d hoped. He is still relegated to maintaining the household affairs,
managing the staff, and overseeing the rotation of his wife’s numerous lovers. For
Madam M and her butler, life is an endless stream of decadent parties where
hedonism and debauchery abound. When the exotic chef, Nico Branford, takes over
Madam M’s kitchen, he stirs the pot in more ways than one. His culinary skills,
along with his rugged good looks and undeniable sex appeal, cause quite a
commotion among the household staff as well as the dinner guests. But when he’s
summoned to Madam M’s bedroom, the chef refuses to become merely another
conquest, and he won’t be satisfied until the dominatrix has released control and
surrendered to him.
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